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Abstract

The recent biotechnological progress has allowed life scientists and physicians to access an unprecedented, massive amount of data
at all levels (molecular, supramolecular, cellular and so on) of biological complexity. So far, mostly classical computational efforts have
been dedicated to the simulation, prediction or de novo design of biomolecules, in order to improve the understanding of their function or
to develop novel therapeutics. At a higher level of complexity, the progress of omics disciplines (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics
and metabolomics) has prompted researchers to develop informatics means to describe and annotate new biomolecules identified with
a resolution down to the single cell, but also with a high-throughput speed. Machine learning approaches have been implemented to
both the modelling studies and the handling of biomedical data. Quantum computing (QC) approaches hold the promise to resolve,
speed up or refine the analysis of a wide range of these computational problems. Here, we review and comment on recently developed
QC algorithms for biocomputing, with a particular focus on multi-scale modelling and genomic analyses. Indeed, differently from
other computational approaches such as protein structure prediction, these problems have been shown to be adequately mapped onto
quantum architectures, the main limit for their immediate use being the number of qubits and decoherence effects in the available
quantum machines. Possible advantages over the classical counterparts are highlighted, along with a description of some hybrid
classical/quantum approaches, which could be the closest to be realistically applied in biocomputation.
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Computational approaches in life science:
from classical to quantum algorithms
The structure–function relationship
of biomolecules
Biomolecules are the molecules governing the fate of living cells
and organisms. The main classes of biomolecules are nucleic
acids, proteins, carbohydrates and lipids (Figure 1). All of them
are synthesized in the cells by the covalent polymerization of
small monomeric units ultimately forming carbon-based macro-
molecules characterized by peculiar nanoscale three-dimensional
conformations. For nucleic acids, four main nucleotides ensure

the formation of linear polymers called DNA and RNA that respec-
tively store the genetic information and regulate its expression,
i.e. decide which gene asset is going to be translated into proteins
in a certain cell type and at a certain moment of cell life [1]. In
each diploid human cell, there are 46 paired DNA macromolecules
named chromosomes that have a length spanning from 50 × 106

to 130 × 106 nucleotides; these macromolecules are formed by
double-stranded DNA filaments and overall constitute the human
cell genome [2]. On the other hand, RNA molecules are variable in
length but smaller than DNA ones, and typically comprise single-
stranded molecules spanning from a small-mid size of 20–400
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nucleotides [3] for regulatory RNAs to 1–100 × 103 nucleotides for
long non-coding RNAs and gene transcripts or messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) [4].

Genomes contain the information necessary for the cell to
produce proteins; the higher the genome complexity, the larger
the number of proteins that can be codified [5]. Proteins derive
from the linear polymerization of mainly 20 amino acids into
molecules called polypeptides. These can have a length shorter
than 50 amino acids (in this case they are called peptides), but
most typically comprise some hundreds of amino acids, with few
outliers reaching up to >30 × 103 amino acids in humans [6–8].
Each amino acid has a common backbone structure, but impor-
tantly contains a unique side chain attached to the backbone.
The side chain provides distinctive structural (size, shape) and
physico-chemical properties (polarity, charge and hydrophobicity)
to each amino acid, which can adopt a variety of different orienta-
tions (rotamers) in the space [9]. Once synthesized, the polypep-
tides then fold, i.e. assume a three-dimensional conformational
structure held together mostly by non-covalent interactions [10].
Upon reaching the proper folding, proteins perform most of the
structural and functional roles in a cell, such as building up the
cell skeleton, serving as transporters of nutrients in and out of
cells as well as acting as enzyme catalysing chemical reactions.
Proteins constitute the antibodies produced by immune cells, as
well as secreted hormones and growth factors.

In a similar way to nucleotides for nucleic acids and to amino
acids for proteins, nine main types of monosaccharides and three
main disaccharide units build up carbohydrates [11], ubiquitous
biomolecules that are present within all cell types of microor-
ganisms, plants and humans [12] and also in biological fluids
[13]. Carbohydrates are constituted by long polymer chains whose
structure is highly variable, being composed of few dozens to
thousands repeating units that can elongate in both linear and
branched configurations [12, 14]. In addition to the well-known
role in metabolism and energy production, carbohydrates are cru-
cial molecules in cellular signalling due to their ability to modify
proteins substituting sugar chains to one or multiple sites of indi-
vidual proteins, a process called glycosylation [15]. Glycoproteins
expressed on the cell surface are involved in the fine-tuning of
cell signalling in response to various extrinsic factors. Modes of
glycosylation and the mechanisms of glycosylation involvement
in the regulation of cell signalling are intriguing arguments in the
glycobiology field [16].

The last major biomolecules listed here are lipids. These are
fundamental building blocks of our cells; it is estimated that
mammalian cells express tens of thousands of different lipids
whose hydrocarbon chain length is variable from few to few tens
of carbon atoms [17]. Lipids act either alone or undergo a regu-
lated process of self-assembly to create structural elements of up
to microscale dimensions comprising hundreds of different lipids
such as the cell membranes. Cellular membranes isolate cells
from their environment and compartmentalize the cell interior
into organelles in higher organisms [18]. Besides the structural
roles in forming both cell walls and membranes, lipids play a
key role as direct energy source/storage and take part in cell
physiology regulation. This is at least in part achieved via direct
modulation or modification of protein structures [19].

Overall, biomolecules play a plethora of different biological
functions in each cell of the human organism, and this is guar-
anteed by a wide range of sizes and structures reached by an
ordered, hierarchical synthesis route (Figure 1). The understand-
ing of the structure–function relationship of biomolecules is an
evergreen hot topic in bio-oriented disciplines. Accordingly, in

the last decades numerous computational approaches have been
integrated to experimental methods to the fulfilment of this
important task. The readers may find more details on compu-
tational approaches committed to the study of glycobiology and
lipid biology elsewhere (see, e.g. [20–26]). Here, we will focus on
computational approaches committed to the study of nucleic
acids and proteins, for which quantum computing (QC) algo-
rithms have recently started to be developed.

Molecular logic of life: biological complexity
and generation of big data
A hierarchical organization is maintained also at higher levels of
biological complexity. The synthesized biomolecules undergo an
ordered process of assembly, by which first cells and then tissues
and organs are formed, and up to 78 organs in humans build up
the entire organism (Figure 1). The awareness of the number of
biomolecules involved in the regulation of the human organism
dates back to no more than 20 years ago, when the human
genome was sequenced for the first time [27]. From that moment
on, ground-breaking technological and computational advances
allowed the development of high-throughput approaches to pre-
cisely describe the whole content of nucleic acids, proteins, other
biomolecules and metabolites, in biological samples [28, 29]. It
is now accepted that the total length of our genome, i.e. the
sum of the linear length of our 46 chromosomes is of 6 × 109

paired nucleotides [30], and that the average number of RNA
and protein molecules therein is respectively of 4 × 105 and
>105 molecules. These data have corroborated the idea that DNA,
RNA and proteins crucially undergo both interdependent and
independent regulation in the cell environment [31]. Overall, these
technologies are referred to as omics disciplines (http://omics.
org/) and comprise e.g. genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and
metabolomics, whereby the addition of ‘omics’ to a biomolecule
name implies a comprehensive, or global, assessment of this type
of biomolecule in a cell, tissue or organism of interest [32].

Another type of big data in biology and health-care related
applications is constituted by biomedical imaging data. These
include all data stemming from the acquisition, processing and
data analysis that tries to gain information from a digitized
image series [33]. The imaged samples can be extremely vari-
able (Figure 1). They can be derived from the optical or electron
microscopy imaging of biological samples (purified biomolecules,
isolated cell cultures, tissue or organ slices). In this context, the
possibility to selectively and quantitatively investigate markers
derived from molecular biology or biochemical analysis is increas-
ingly being employed [34]. Also, this category includes all the huge
amount of medical image data obtained from X-rays, CT-scan,
MRI, etc., which can be used for predictive analysis in order to
help diagnosis and improve prognosis in pathological anatomy
and clinics [35]. Importantly, some types of image analysis involve
the use of data packets in the order of terabytes. For example,
a volume rendering analysis of rat spinal cord performed by
synchrotron X-ray computer micro-tomography required circa
2400 projections over 360◦ rotation to obtain a spatial resolution
of 2 μm voxel size and a total volume analysed of 4–6 mm per
0.25 cm spinal cord fragment; the analysis of the whole thoracic
tract required at least four different scans [36]. For a standard
biomedical approach, it is also necessary to handle the control
samples in parallel with the treated/altered/pathological ones, so
that the amount of data becomes significantly bigger. Further-
more, besides the memory required for data storage, additional
computational cost is needed for the processing of the images
in order to obtain a volume rendering, virtual slices or image
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Figure 1. The biomolecule landscape: organization, numbers and possible computational approaches for investigation. The hierarchical organization of
biomolecules is represented by dashed black arrows linking three different levels of biological complexity. Starting from the bottom (pink box), four small
units named nucleotides, amino acids, mono/di- saccharides and lipids constitute the building blocks of biomolecules. For nucleic acids and proteins
only, the first-synthesized linear polymers are represented on top of nucleotides and amino acids, respectively. The middle box (cyan box) includes the
3D structures of biomolecules. For all biomolecules, an exemplifying 3D spatial organization is reported (PBD structures 1BNA, 6C65 and 4L9K are used
as DNA, RNA and protein structure, respectively; for carbohydrates, dextran is reported; finally, a lipid bilayer structure of lipids obtained by molecular
dynamics simulation is reported). On top (green box), an exemplifying cell, tissue and human organism, representing the progressive supramolecular
organization, are reported. The dashed blue arrows link different biomolecule sources to imaging data sets (purple box), which include a heterogeneous
group of big data that can be analysed for biomolecule investigation. Superimposed on the landscape, the red arrows represent the computational
approaches dealt with in this review, for which proof-of-concept quantum algorithms have been recently reported. The numbers reported are referred
to the human cell and organism.
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segmentation. Thus, for this type of analyses a standard computer
needs to access and process an impressive amount of data at the
same time.

Computational approaches for biomolecule
investigation
As outlined above, the space of investigation of biomolecules
structure and function spans over increasing degrees of com-
plexity (Figure 1). Several computational approaches have been
developed to help navigate this space. As summarized in Figure 1,
they can be roughly categorized into four different groups:

(1) Sequence analysis algorithms, i.e. algorithms supporting the
analysis of DNA, RNA or protein sequences stemming from omics
data [37]. These algorithms are mainly intended to (i) detect the
presence and mapping the sequence of genes, transcripts and
proteins in a particular biological sample and (ii) find interaction
relationships among them in the same biological sample or across
biological samples of different sources.

(2) Structure and function prediction algorithms, a highly hetero-
geneous group of computational methods. These include algo-
rithms developed to predict the three-dimensional protein [38] or
RNA [39] structures from the relative amino acid or nucleotide
sequence. Additionally, other algorithms are aimed to predict gene
or protein functions [40] using sequences or other features, e.g.
those annotated in paradigms like Gene Ontology (GO) [41] or MIPS
Functional Catalog (FunCat) [42]. Also, this category includes the
algorithms developed to complement, improve and standardize
the analysis of biomedical image data sets.

(3) Design algorithms, i.e. the group of algorithms aimed at
designing in silico protein structures or other biomolecules with
specific desired three-dimensional structure for biotechnology
and therapeutic applications [43].

(4) Multi-scale modelling algorithms, i.e. algorithms used to model
and simulate molecular systems at a certain time and length
scale [44]. At the finest resolution, relatively small systems (up
to few tens of atoms) are treated quantum mechanically. Larger
systems can then be modelled relying on an approximate and sim-
plified description of the interactions among the atoms—the so-
called molecular mechanics (MM)—derived, at least conceptually,
from the underlying quantum mechanical (QM) description. Less
detailed, coarse-grained models can be employed at larger scales
[45]. Within this category, the QM methods are, by far, the most
computationally intensive.

Interestingly, in recent years the possibility of using quantum
instead of or in combination with classical computing to solve bio-
computing problems has emerged [46, 47]. In this review, we aim
to describe the potential of QC for biocomputation, and then to
focus on selected quantum algorithms which could revolutionize
the computational analysis of biomedical data sets. Our intent is
also to expand the communication channels of QC, reaching the
interest of life scientists interested in the fields of bioinformatics
and computational biology.

A primer in QC
There are various differences between classical and quantum
hardware. A classical computer manipulates the information
stored in binary elementary memory units, bits, according to
algorithms built on arithmetic and logical operations. A quantum
computer manipulates the quantum state of a system composed
of n qubits. Quantum mechanics describes the state of a single
qubit as the normalized linear superposition, with complex
coefficients, of two basis states, |0〉

and |1〉
(Figure 2A). That already

means more information than a bit; however, the complexity

grows exponentially when considering n qubits as a whole.
Their state is the superposition of all possible basis states∣∣i1

〉∣∣i2
〉 · · · |in

〉
, where |ik

〉
is one of the kth qubit basis state i.e. either

|0〉
or |1〉

. Because of quantum entanglement, the information is
far more than assigning the state of each qubit separately, and
corresponds to a normalized complex vector in 2n dimensions.
If we add a qubit, the dimension of the Hilbert space doubles. A
quantum algorithm moves the system across the state space by
applying a series of unitary operators (representable classically by
unitary 2n × 2n complex matrices): after that, some measurement
is taken, which typically makes the state unusable for further
processing. In a few words, the strengths of QC are complexity
(the amount of processable information) and linearity (the
possibility of performing the computation in parallel on an
arbitrary superposition of states) (Figure 2).

There are two main realizations of quantum hardware: analog
or digital. In the first case, one builds a controlled quantum
system, which resembles a particular case of interest and evolves
according to its own physical laws, thus furnishing some infor-
mation about the original problem. In the second case, the state
is evolved through a programmable series of quantum gates (typ-
ically involving 1-qubit and 2-qubit gates each time, Figure 2B),
by which any unitary operation can be reconstructed: different
systems should be mappable onto such machine, up to digi-
tal precision, so this represents the ‘general purpose’ version of
QC, which is experiencing a rapid evolution. Quantum annealers
(Figure 2C), like D-Wave machines, represent a particular type of
analog quantum computer, suited to optimization problems: the
system is prepared in the ground (minimal energy) state of a
starting Hamiltonian, which is then evolved into a programmable
Hamiltonian of interest, exploiting the fact that, if the evolution
is slow enough, the system keeps staying in the ground state
(adiabatic theorem).

Is QC feasible? The ideal machine should contain a scalably
large number of qubits with external interactions only through
perfect quantum gates, keeping them in a pure quantum state
(i.e. not entangled with the rest of the world) during the algorithm
execution: this is far from being realizable. Present technologies
for building qubits are based on superconductors, cold atoms,
trapped ions and Rydberg atoms (see Refs [48–51] for recent
reviews) and presently scale up to O(102) qubits (O(103) for anneal-
ers). An additional problem is that the number of quantum gates
(the so-called circuit size) after which decoherence and other
faults ruin the computation is presently limited to O(102), making
various quantum algorithms non-implementable.

Such problems can be solved only in a long-term perspective:
fault-tolerant qubits could be based on the entangled state of
many standard qubits [52], but that would largely increase the
required qubits, and one should also consider the increased time
requested for each elementary operation [53, 54]. The near term
perspective is Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) com-
puting [55]: the quantum hardware is used only to run short
depth circuits as part of more complex algorithms involving also
classical hardware, i.e. the quantum computer is used as an
accelerator.

QC in the life sciences
Noteworthy, QC approaches have been proposed so far for many of
the computational problems listed above. An example we would
like to mention is machine learning, for which the possibility to
implement QC algorithms has been recently explored. Machine
learning and deep learning techniques have been developed to
extract features from data sets, detect patterns in the extracted
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Figure 2. Principles of quantum computing. (A) Graphical representation of a qubit. The two basis state
∣∣0〉

and
∣∣1〉

can be physically realized as, for
example, two electronic states of a trapped ion, or two quantum states of a superconducting circuit. In contrast to the classical bit, the qubit can
exist in a superposition

∣∣�〉
of these two states, described by the linear combination of

∣∣0〉
and

∣∣1〉
with complex coefficients. Probability conservation

implies that physical states need to be properly normalized: a global phase and normalization factor are irrelevant; this is why a qubit is fixed by only two
independent real parameters (θ and ϕ), defining the so-called Bloch sphere. For the same reason, operators defining the evolution of physical states must
be unitary, in order to preserve normalization. The pink box on the right contains a short summary of the quantum mechanical principles relevant to
QC. (B) Schematic representation of an elementary quantum circuit leading to an entangled two-qubit state. The system is initially in a physical state for
which the state of each single qubit is well defined, i.e.

∣∣0〉∣∣1〉
meaning that the first qubit is in

∣∣0〉
and the second in

∣∣1〉
. The application of the Hadamard

(H) gate followed by the CNOT gate (realized by sequential physical operations on the qubit system) leads to an entangled state,
(∣∣0〉∣∣1〉 + ∣∣1〉∣∣0〉)

/
√

2,
which is well defined only globally, i.e. neither single system is in a well-defined quantum state by its own. For a composite system, the great majority
of physical states are entangled, and thus escape our classical intuition. (C) In the quantum annealing process, the qubits are physically evolved from
a situation governed by a Hamiltonian H0, for which the ground state is known, to a situation governed by H1, whose unknown ground state encodes
the solution of the problem. The curved lines show an idealized energy profile evolving according to the parameter λ, for the two extreme cases (H0 at
λ = 0 and H1 at λ = 1) and for an intermediate value of λ. The state of the system (pink shaded areas) evolves accordingly, and the adiabatic theorem
ensures that, if the evolution is slow enough, the final state is the ground state of H1. On the bottom, the process is depicted for a three-qubit system.
The evolution is realized through the controlled variation of interaction terms (pink arrows). At the end, the system is in a state where each single qubit
has a defined state (

∣∣1〉∣∣1〉∣∣0〉
in the example), and which represents the solution to the problem. Note that the Bloch sphere representation can be used

only for the initial and final states, while it would be incomplete for the intermediate entangled states.

data and use this information to classify the data sets [56]. These
tasks can be performed on most of the biological data sets,
and indeed machine learning has been demonstrated to improve
the performance of most of the above-mentioned computational
tasks [57]. In particular, machine learning holds great potential for
the analysis of complex data sets such as biomedical imaging data
(Figure 1), for which the classification and comparative analysis
of different experimental classes of samples are necessary to
determine all the possible sites of alteration that may be missed
by the operator investigation and to make analysis as objective
as possible. Of course, the final interpretation or evaluation of
the biological meaning of a difference/variation observed remains
the operator role, but in this condition, the difference is detected
by the machine autonomously, automatically and objectively.
As concerns quantum approaches, they have been proposed to
improve the classification process [58, 59], either by develop-
ment of quantum neural networks [60–62] or, more recently, by
development of a quantum support vector machine [63]. Several

approaches have been proposed to train a network using QC
technology in a more accurate, robust and quick way. Most of them
are reviewed elsewhere in detail [46, 47]. However, we underline
here that given the current state of quantum machines and
the limited number of available qubits, hybrid strategies have
been recently proposed, which could possibly achieve practical
and usable solutions with the existing technology. Amongst such
strategies, one of the most interesting ones for biological clas-
sification is the hybrid transfer learning approach [64]. Transfer
learning is a classic deep learning technique in which the knowl-
edge that a neural network learnt for a given domain is applied
to another domain to cope with training time and the lack of
training examples. In the context of QC, the idea is to exploit
classic deep learning networks on a standard computer [65–67] to
extract features from biological images and then apply variational
quantum circuits [68] to classify the extracted features. The main
advantage of such an approach is that the quantum machine
does not need to handle images, which may require many qubits,
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and the classification achieves high accuracy. Even though this
reasonable hybrid strategy was demonstrated on Rigetti and IBM
machines with success [64], the applicability to more complex
problems is still an issue due to the limited number of features
that the quantum circuit can handle as input. Nevertheless, this is
one of the most promising efforts that goes beyond very simplistic
toy examples.

Another computational problem for which quantum approaches
have been proposed is the prediction of a protein structure
starting from the linear polypeptide sequence. Protein folding
is a stepwise process in which the polypeptide chain explores the
configurational space and adopts a variety of structures, until
the structure leading to minimal free energy is reached. One can
roughly estimate that a protein of N amino acids can adopt up
at least 3N possible 3D structures [69]. The understanding of this
process has puzzled biochemists for decades and prompted the
development of a truly interdisciplinary field comprising also
experimental and theoretical biophysicists, structural biologists
and computational biologists [43, 70]. Quantum annealing has
been applied to the protein folding problem [71, 72], using
simplified lattice models for the polypeptide chain. Each site in
the lattice is mapped into a qubit and the Hamiltonian contains
terms dictating the connectivity of the peptide and describing the
intra-peptide interactions. The solution to the folding problem is
thereby reformulated in terms of finding the minimum-energy
configuration on this lattice by quantum annealing. Robert et al.
[73] report a quantum gate-based approach to protein folding on a
lattice, using a modified version of the VQE algorithm (discussed
in the next section) and requiring a number of qubits that scales
quadratically with the number of amino acids. These approaches
are aimed at studying protein folding from a statistical mechanics
perspective rather than at providing biomolecular structures
for practical applications. Indeed in the context of protein
structure prediction, physical-based methods are hardly expected
to compete with artificial intelligence software such as Alphafold
2 [74] and RoseTTAFold [75]. An impact of QC on the protein
structure prediction problem is more likely (if at all) to happen
via the development of quantum machine learning algorithms
(see comment in [74]). Other attempts to address biopolymer
structural properties with quantum annealing algorithms have
considered realistic all-atom models, focusing on finding most
probable transition paths between different conformations [76].

Quantum annealing is also suitable to the problem of protein
design [43, 77, 78], i.e. finding the amino acid sequence that
minimizes the energy of a chosen main-chain configuration. The
design computational problem resembles the protein folding one,
in that the configurational space is explored until the sequence
leading to minimal free energy is identified; however, the protein
design space is even bigger than the protein folding one, as 20N

configurations are possible when designing a protein of N amino
acids [78]. For each position in the sequence, a chosen selection
of rotamers is mapped into an equal number of qubits. The total
energy can be separated into pairwise interactions that are pre-
calculated (classically) for each possible choice of rotamers. The
Hamiltonian contains these pairwise interactions together with
terms that ensure that only one rotamer per position is feasible,
by assigning high energy to situations where a single position is
occupied by more than one rotamer. A proof-of-principle applica-
tion led to the design of a 32-amino-acid long peptide on a D-Wave
2000Q system [79].

Gate-based quantum algorithms are also being proposed to
address biopolymer conformations, including a hybrid approach
combining quantum Monte Carlo and machine learning for

protein structure prediction [80], another quantum Monte Carlo
approach to antibody loop modelling [54] and protein design
exploiting Grover’s algorithm [81].

Finally, promising quantum approaches have been also pro-
posed in the multi-scale modelling of biomolecules and in the
analysis of omics, and in particular genomics, data sets. These will
be deepened in the next two paragraphs, respectively.

Quantum algorithms for the molecular
modelling of biomolecules
Introduction to the computational problems
There might seem to be a wide gap between the complexity
of biological macromolecules on one side and, on the other, a
fully reductionist approach treating these systems as a set of
atomic nuclei and electrons obeying the Schrödinger equation.
Molecular simulations of proteins and nucleic acids generally
adopt much simplified models [82], where the interactions among
atoms in the system are described classically (as opposed to quan-
tum mechanically) by empirical MM force fields. These meth-
ods are mostly used to address the dynamics of biomolecules,
their folding and conformational transitions, and the interactions
among the various components. QM methods are, however, of
fundamental importance to biomolecular simulations. On the one
hand, some processes (biochemical reactions, light harvesting in
photosynthesis, the process of vision) can be accurately described
only taking into account the electronic structure of a subsystem.
Different descriptions can be combined within the same simula-
tion. For example, in hybrid QM/MM simulations, a portion of the
system is described by a QM method and the rest of the system
is instead treated using a MM force field. This is a way to model
enzymatic reactions, photophysical/photochemical processes or
excitation and emission of photoactive proteins, which are usually
confined to the active site [43, 77, 78]. On the other hand, QM
methods can be considered the cornerstone of MM models, by
providing benchmarks for comparison and an understanding of
emerging molecular forces.

The set of theoretical and computational QM methods address-
ing the properties of atomic and molecular systems starting
from their quantum mechanical wave function and its evolu-
tion, as determined by the Schrödinger equation, is referred to
as quantum chemistry. The focus in quantum chemistry is to
solve the electronic structure problem; indeed, the nuclei are mostly
treated as classical particles. Much emphasis is placed on finding
the ground-state energy of the electronic wavefunction at differ-
ent molecular configurations. For example, the gradient of the
ground-state energy with respect to the molecular coordinates
can be used to find the geometry of minimum energy and of tran-
sition states, the Hessian is related to the vibrational spectrum,
the electronic density gives the molecular electrostatic potential
and so on. Quantum chemistry methods have been implemented
in classical computation schemes, achieving, for many molecular
systems, an accuracy and an efficiency that allow them to be rou-
tinely used for predicting the behaviour of molecular systems and
interpreting experimental results [83]. However, as we will discuss
below, some systems cannot be accurately addressed with current
QM classical computation schemes and hardware. In principle,
quantum algorithms could provide an exponential speed up to the
‘exact’ solution of the electronic structure problem [84]. Thereby,
a considerable research effort has been recently focused on the
design of quantum algorithms for quantum chemistry [85, 86], on
the possible implementation of such algorithms in near term and
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long-term quantum hardware [87, 88], and on the identification
of practical problems for which quantum advantage may be
feasible in the future [89, 90]. Indeed, the electronic structure
problem is considered to be among the first practical applications
of QC [91]. Why is the electronic structure problem amenable to
quantum algorithms? We wish to provide the readership with a
basic answer to this question, with no attempt at being exhaus-
tive. Detailed accounts of quantum chemistry in the context of
quantum computation may also be found in other recent reports
[86, 89, 92].

In quantum chemistry, wavefunctions are expanded in finite
basis sets to make their computation tractable. Most commonly
one starts from a certain molecular configuration (i.e. position
of the nuclei in the molecule), which gives rise to a set of spin
orbitals φ1

(
r, σ

)
, φ2

(
r, σ

)
, . . . , φM

(
r, σ

)
describing the value of the

single-electron states as a function of the position vector r and
of the spin σ . These are at least as many as needed to accom-
modate the N electrons in the system, but usually many more,
as larger basis sets improve the accuracy of the calculation. The
simplest approximated wavefunction for the ground state is the
suitably anti symmetrized product (the Slater determinant) of the
N lowest-energy spin orbitals

� (r1, r2, . . . , rN) = 1
N!

det |φ1 (r1, σ1) φ2 (r2, σ2) . . . φN (rN, σN)| . (1)

Here, � is the multi-electron wavefunction, ri and σi is the
spatial and spin coordinate of the ith electron. This state can
be written as a M-long string of 1s and 0s, where 1 (0) indicates
a (un)occupied spin orbital, i.e. |11 . . . 00

〉
. States that are accu-

rately described by such a single product, or single configura-
tion, or single reference, are relatively easy to simulate. However,
there are cases in which this approach fails to even qualitatively
capture the behaviour of the system: covalent bond formation
and breaking in chemical reactions, electronically excited states,
systems containing transition metals and so on require more
than one reference for their accurate simulation. In principle, the
solution for these strongly correlated systems can be found by
expanding the wavefunction in the basis set of all possible (anti-
symmetrized) products of spin orbitals with occupation numbers
compatible with N, the total number of electrons. This is the so
called ‘full configuration interaction’ (FCI) approach [93], which
gives the most accurate wavefunctions within the chosen basis
set of single-electron states. If M spin orbitals are used, there

are 2M possible products (the Fock space), of which
( M

N

)
have

the right occupation in terms of the total number of electrons.
Even using only two spin orbitals per electron, the number of
terms in these expansions, and hence the required computational
resources, grow exponentially with the size of the system. This is
the reason why current FCI calculations are limited to very small
systems of only a few atoms, and are mostly used as benchmarks
for comparison with other approximate methods.

More commonly, in dealing with multireference states, the
configuration interaction expansion is restricted to a set of chosen
molecular orbitals, called the active space, contiguous in energy
to the frontier orbitals (the HOMO, or highest occupied molecular
orbital, and the LUMO, or lowest unoccupied molecular orbital). In
the CASSCF (complete active space self-consistent field) approach
[93], an FCI expansion of the subspace of M′ active-space spin
orbitals and the N′ active-space electrons is coupled to orbital
optimization (the SCF part). Notwithstanding this restriction, the

terms needed in the CASSCF FCI expansion easily reach the limits
of manageability by classical computational resources, the cur-
rent record being at 22 electrons in 22 molecular orbitals, leading
to 5 × 1011 terms [94].

The interest in developing quantum algorithms for solving
the electron structure problem of biomolecules is that quantum
computers are naturally suitable to manipulate deeply entangled
quantum states such as the multi-reference wavefunctions of
correlated systems. Indeed, quantum algorithms that fit these
purposes, such as the Hamiltonian simulation or Hamiltonian
averaging, are expected to scale (super)polynomially rather than
exponentially with the system size [84, 95]. This different scaling
makes all the difference because it would avoid the blow-up of
computational requirements that FCI and other methods for cor-
related systems inevitably meet at increasing size of the molec-
ular system. In the proposed schemes, the quantum computer
acts as an accelerator of the subroutines for which the classical
computation scaling is worse, such as the FCI part in the CASSCF
method. However, the demonstration of real quantum advantage
will need to compete with the impressive development of classical
algorithms for tackling the FCI problem, such as, among others,
FCI Monte Carlo and Density Matrix Renormalization Group (see,
e.g. [96] for a recent perspective).

Promising quantum algorithms
In a quantum computer, a general quantum state in the Fock
space of M spin orbitals can be encoded in a superposition of M
qubits. This is to be contrasted with the 2M amplitudes needed
to identify such a state in a classical computation scheme. The
simplest mapping (known as the Jordan–Wigner mapping [97])
identifies the |0〉

i and |1〉
i states of the i-th qubit with the unoccu-

pied and occupied i-th spin orbital. For example, a four-electron
state in a six spin-orbital Fock space such as |111100

〉
would

be encoded in a register of six qubits simply as |1〉
1 ⊗ |1〉

2 ⊗
|1〉

3 ⊗ |1〉
4 ⊗ |0〉

5 ⊗ |0〉
6, where the subscript identifies the qubit.

One complication arises from the need to take into account
the symmetry under electron exchange, because electrons, in
contrast to the qubits, are indistinguishable. In the case of the
Jordan–Wigner mapping this means that the number of gates
needed to realize the basic creation and annihilation operators
increases linearly with the number of electrons in the system.
Other encodings, such as the one devised by Bravyi–Kitaev [98],
lead instead to a more convenient logarithmic scaling. The choice
of the encoding determines how the various quantum operators,
most importantly, the Hamiltonian of the system, are written in
terms of products of single-qubit Pauli operators, i.e. single-qubit
gates. The properties of the simulated system (e.g. the ground-
state energy) can then be computed as expectation values of
operators on the qubit superposition. With respect to the classical
computational approach where all amplitudes of a wavefunction
are easily accessed, the amplitudes of a wavefunction stored in
qubits are not readily available. This is the reason why carefully
designed quantum algorithms need to be employed to realize
efficient quantum simulations.

Broadly speaking, the ‘digital’ quantum computation approaches
for the electronic structure problem focus on two families of
algorithms: the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) and
quantum phase estimation (QPE). VQE [99] (Figure 3A) adopts a
hybrid approach combining quantum and classical computation.
It is based on the Ritz-Rayleigh variational principle, stating that
the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (H) of a normalized trial
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8 | Marchetti et al.

Figure 3. (A) Scheme of VQE. Starting from the initialized state where all the qubits are set to 0 (|0〉
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0〉

N), a trial state (commonly called with
the German word ansatz) is prepared using a quantum circuit (the ansatz circuit) whose operations are parametrized by a set of variational parameters
θ = (

θ1, θ2..θv
)

(e.g. single-qubit rotations, each parameterized by some angle θi). The choice of the ansatz circuit determines which subspace of the
general Hilbert space can be spanned by the variational procedure. The electronic structure Hamiltonian can be written as a sum of appropriately
weighted products of single-qubit operations, i.e. H = ∑

iciHi, where Hi is, for example, σXσXσZI , implying X rotation on the first and second qubits, Z
rotation on the third, identity on the fourth, in a four-qubit register. Each Hi term is evaluated separately, and post-rotations can be needed to rotate the
single qubits to the measurement basis (in the example, the first two qubits need to be rotated in order to measure σX). Thanks to these operations, the
expectation value of each product in the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the probabilities of each possible outcome, implying that, for each global
cycle, a sufficiently large number of state preparation and measurement cycles needs to be performed (Hamiltonian averaging). The measurements (i.e.
the probabilities of each possible outcome) are passed to the training/optimization subroutine on the classical computer, whose task is to calculate E

(
θ
)

and provide a new set of θ based on the previous history of E
(
θ
)

values. The cycle is repeated until convergence. (B) The ansatz circuit for the Quantum
Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) used in the QuASer (see main text). The QUBO problem of finding the optimal solution of a quadratic
Hamiltonian is recast into a quantum annealing form H(t) = H1t + H0

(
1 − t

)
, where H0 is the ‘simple’ mixing Hamiltonian HM whose ground state is

the equal superposition of all basis states |ΨM
〉
and is obtained after the application of Hadamard gates to all the qubits. H1 is the cost Hamiltonian HC

and is defined in such a way that its ground state |ΨC
〉

corresponds to the QUBO solution. The adiabatic evolution that would lead from |ΨM
〉

to |ΨC
〉

is
approximated by the sequential application of exp

(− iHCβ
)

and exp
(− iHMγ

)
, where the βs and γ s, the ‘time steps’ of the evolution, are the variational

parameters (i.e. the θ set) to be optimized by the classical subroutine.

quantum state of a system ψT is always larger than the ground-
state energy eigenvalue (E0)

〈ψT|H|ψT〉 ≥ E0. (2)

The quantum state is described by a set of parameters that
are iteratively updated by the classical part, after receiving the
results of the measurements (i.e. the expectation value,

〈
ψT|H|ψT

〉
)

which are delegated to the quantum subroutine, via Hamiltonian
averaging (Figure 3A). The number of cycles in Hamiltonian aver-
aging scales as the square inverse of the precision ε in the energy
estimation, i.e. it is O

(
1/ε2

)
. Each step of the scheme in Figure 3A

hides many possible choices which are the topics of intensive
current research (see [100–102] for recent accounts). These regard
for example how to group and/or approximate the various terms
in the Hamiltonian in order to optimally reduce the number of
subcycles for Hamiltonian averaging, and how to strike a good
balance between hardware efficiency and chemical intuition in
the choice of the ansatz. Indeed, the success of the algorithm

largely depends on this choice which determines the general
form of the state, as it can be demonstrated that the gradient of
the expectation value decays exponentially as a function of the
number of qubits if the trial state is chosen randomly [103] (a
vanishing gradient is problematic for the classical optimization
subroutine). One commonly explored route to obtain a generally
valid ansatz is by the unitary coupled cluster method [104]. The
attractive feature of VQE is that it requires relatively short circuits,
i.e. rather short qubit coherence, and, thanks to its variational
nature, gate errors may be partially compensated for, allowing its
implementation in short-term NISQ. So far, VQE experiments have
been performed for some small and simple molecules, such as
H2, LiH, H2O, up to H12 and diazene on 2–12 qubits [90]. These
molecules are very well within the reach of accurate classical
algorithms, so these applications should be considered as first
realizations of quantum chemistry calculations with quantum
computers. Interestingly, a VQE-based method has been proposed
for the accurate calculation of ligand–protein interaction energies
[105]. The method is applied to lysine-specific demethylase 5A
(KDM5A) using a classical computer simulation of a 16-qubit
quantum computation.
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A critical assessment of the potentiality of VQE algorithms in
the long run needs to take into account that they are heuristic
methods, because, rather than providing the exact result, they
give an upper bound to the energy. As such, they are not guar-
anteed to yield better approximations with respect to classical
methods. Moreover, as the molecule size increases, VQE requires
a larger number of sub cycles for Hamiltonian averaging (because
of more terms in the Hamiltonian), projecting to unfeasibly long
runtime for systems of practical importance [90, 102, 106, 107].
In addition, the training/optimization of the ansatz parameters
(the θ in Figure 3) has already been proven to be nondetermistic
polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) [108]. The issues of trainability,
accuracy and efficiency of VQE are also discussed in ref. [109]. Very
recent works explore routes to alleviate some of these problems
[110–112].

QPE is a central subroutine of many quantum algorithms [84,
113] and can be applied to the electronic structure problem rather
straightforwardly. The QPE outcome is an estimation of the phase
θ resulting from the application of a unitary operator U applied to
a certain eigenstate |〉

of U

U |〉 = eiθ |〉. (3)

Any eigenvalue of a unitary operator is a complex number
of module 1 and can be thus written as the exponential in Eq.
[3], where θ is a real number. A natural choice for U in the case
of the electronic structure problem is the evolution operator, i.e.
the exponential of the Hamiltonian U(t) = e−iHt (since H is an
Hermitian operator, this exponential is guaranteed to be unitary).
If |〉

is an eigenstate of H

U(t) |〉 = e−iHt |〉 = e−iEt |〉, (4)

where E is the Hamiltonian eigenvalue, i.e. the energy, of |〉. Since,
of course, the eigenstates of a general molecular H are unknown,
the idea is to apply QPE to a trial state |�T〉 which will necessary be
a superposition of eigenstates, i.e. |�T〉 = ∑

ici |i〉. The application
of the QPE algorithm will yield the same superposition, with the
energies of each eigenstates stored in appropriate registers (the
ancilla qubits); then the energy of a certain eigenstate |i〉 can
be measured with probability |ci|2. If the target is the ground
state, |�T〉 needs to be prepared with non-negligible overlap to the
ground state, i.e. 〈0|�T〉 = c0 	= 0, and the number of QPE cycles
needed will scale as 1/|c0|2.

In addition to the M qubits required to encode the multi-
electron wavefunction (M being the spin orbitals of the one-
electron state basis set), QPE needs a register of ω ancilla qubits,
the measurement of which provides a string of 0s and 1s, encod-
ing a binary representation of Ei, implying that ω is one of the
factors determining the precision to which Ei is obtained. A given
precision ε also requires a runtime scaling as O

(
1/ε

)
. This better

scaling with respect to VQE and the guarantee to obtain exact
energy eigenvalues (as opposed to variational ones) makes QPE
a promising route to realize the full potential of future quantum
computers. However, the long coherence times needed to realize
the Hamiltonian simulation (i.e. the approximation of the time
evolution operator e−iHt) in QPE necessarily require fault-tolerant
quantum computers. Due to this requirement, it is currently esti-
mated that quantum advantage, i.e. runtimes faster than those
of classical computations for specific problems (such as the ones
described below), will be achieved by quantum computers with

around 106–107 physical qubits [71, 72], clearly a long-term goal.
As a proof of principle, the QPE method has been recently applied
to the electronic states of H2O on a four-qubit quantum simulator
[114].

There is a certain consensus that quantum advantage will
be realized only on a subset of electronic structure problems
[86, 89, 90]. These are strongly correlated/multireference systems
that are not—and are not projected to be—at reach for classical
algorithms, which are currently able to treat up to 50–70 single-
particle states depending on the approach and on the features
of the system [89]. One exemplary problem that has received
much attention in this context is the structure–function rela-
tionship of nitrogenase enzymes, a family of metalloenzymes
that catalyse the reduction of dinitrogen (N2) to ammonia (NH3)
in the global nitrogen cycle [115]. Nitrogenases activity depends
on a cofactor made of an unusual cluster of sulphur, oxygen
and transition metals (Fe, Mo), and its very complex electronic
structure prevents a detailed understanding of this important
enzymatic reaction. A sufficiently accurate treatment of this
system would require an active space of at least 54 electrons in
108 spin orbitals [116] and possibly more, well beyond the current
capabilities of classical computation methods. Other biomolecu-
lar systems have been proposed as possible beneficiaries of future
QC developments, because their complex electronic structure is
only partially addressable using classical computation schemes
[117]. These include carotenoids and chlorophyll in the light har-
vesting complex [118], the retinal in the vision process [119] as
well as infrared fluorescent proteins [120]. In these systems, the
electronic ground state may be accurately described by classical-
computation methods, but to address the interaction with light
one needs to simulate also excited states, which are characterized
by multireference wavefunctions [121].

Proton-coupled electron transfer [122] and photoisomerization
[123] are often involved in enzymatic and light-induced reac-
tions. The simulation of these processes is further complicated
by the need to take into account the quantum dynamics of the
nuclei, as the Born–Oppenheimer approximation ceases to be
valid. Although less discussed, particularly in the context of near-
future applications, QC methods formulated using real-space 3D
grids [124] or plane waves [125] as single-particle basis sets are
able to simulate the total molecular wavefunction (including
both the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom) and its time
evolution.

The complex biomolecular structures around these subsys-
tems tune the energy of stationary states (i.e. minimum-energy
and transition states), so that their mutual interaction needs to
be taken into account. It is possible in these cases to adopt a
hybrid approach, in which a subsystem is treated using a high
accuracy method, and the rest is described by less computation-
ally demanding methods. Early proposals for these embedding
schemes in the context of VQE have been reviewed in ref. [126,
127].

Genome assembly and pattern matching
Introduction to the computational problems
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is the state-of-the-art tech-
nique to sequence DNA and RNA. The advent of NGS techniques
opened unprecedented possibilities for dissecting the molecular
basis of complex biological processes [128]. NGS is nowadays the
main tool for characterizing genomes, exomes, transcriptomes,
metagenomes, nucleic acid–protein interactions, epigenomic
profiles and chromatin conformational states. Its applications
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include, among others, fundamental science, precision medicine,
environmental surveillance and rational genetic improvement
of agricultural species. Genomics is probably the most mature of
the omics fields. It has definitely revolutionized medical research,
for the possibility of identifying genetic variants associated with
a disease with unprecedented speed [129]. In addition, several
genomics associated technologies have been developed, e.g.
genome-wide association studies (GWAS), that can be used to
identify new genetic variants associated with complex diseases
in multiple human populations. In GWAS studies, thousands
of individuals are genotyped for hundreds of thousands to
millions of genetic variants across the genome, and statistically
significant differences in minor allele frequencies between cases
and controls are considered evidence of association with the
disease [130]. Overall, this bulk of information can be used for
several purposes, among which understanding the causes of
disease susceptibility, especially in those cases in which the
aetiology is multifactorial, of individual responses to drugs and
possibly predicting the individual prognosis during a therapeutic
treatment [29].

Basically, NGS techniques implement the highly parallelized
sequencing of randomly sheared fragments (‘reads’) of DNA or
RNA. Computational methods are then adopted to reconstruct
the sequence of large fragments, prompting the fast, costless
and high-throughput determination of whole genomes or large
targeted regions [131]. A single experiment on the most mod-
ern platforms can generate up to 40 billion short reads (∼ 300
nucleotides long). Such an amount of data poses significant com-
putational challenges, in particular when considering that NGS
throughput exponentially increases over the years, and the reduc-
tion of sequencing costs per genome outweighs that of the costs
of computational power, as described by the Moore’s law [132].
Recently, new techniques have been developed that generate long
multikilobase (i.e. thousands of nucleotides) reads [133].

The primary computational analysis aims at reconstructing
larger sequences starting from short reads and differs depending
on whether a reference genome for the species under investi-
gation is available or not. In the first scenario, referred to as
‘resequencing’, the problem is to find the best match between
each short read and the reference sequence (e.g. the 3 billion
bases of the human genome), allowing for different types of vari-
ations, including single nucleotide mismatches, short insertions
or deletions and large rearrangements. The reference genome
guides the positioning of the short reads and, therefore, the recon-
struction of the specific sequence under investigation. Several
procedures have been introduced to perform the approximate
matching between reads and reference sequence. The most effi-
cient computational algorithms to date exploit the Ferragina–
Manzini string index based on the Burrows–Wheeler transform
(see [134] for a detailed survey of all short mapping read methods).
When a reference genome is not available, a much more difficult
problem must be tackled. The de novo (i.e. reference free) assembly
aims at building long sequences, called contigs, only by exploiting
the overlaps among short reads. Two basic classical approaches
have been developed, both based on graph representation: the
overlap-layout consensus (OLC) and the de Brujin graph approach
[135].

The OLC method relies on the construction of a graph where
nodes represent the reads and edges represent overlaps. The
weight on the edge represents the length of the overlap. In
abstract, the solution of the assembly problem is given by the
maximum weight Hamiltonian path (i.e. the path that passes
through all nodes of the graph exactly once and maximizes

the sum of edge weights). However, the Hamiltonian problem
is notoriously computationally complex (NP-hard), so different
heuristics are adopted to simplify the graph and reach a
reasonable solution. OLC is a method of choice for datasets
consisting of a limited number of long reads. However, when the
number of reads increases, the pairwise comparison of all reads
to search for overlaps remains a computational bottleneck.

A more efficient solution is represented by de Brujin graphs. All
words of k characters (k-mers) contained in the set of reads are
extracted and mapped onto a directed graph where nodes repre-
sent all possible (k-1)-mers built from the nucleotide alphabet (A,
C, G, T) and edges represent the k-mers extracted from reads: the
node associated to (k-1)-mer prefix is connected with the node
representing the (k-1)-mer suffix. Multiple edges between two
nodes are added, one for each occurrence of the corresponding
k-mer in the read set. In this framework and in the ideal case,
the reconstructed sequence is retrieved by computing the Eule-
rian path of the graph (i.e. the path passing through all edges
exactly the number of times given by the multiplicity). However,
experimental data always contain sequencing errors and coverage
unevenness that make the real graph non-Eulerian, and heuristics
must be applied to efficiently solve the problem.

Promising quantum algorithms
In last years, a few proof-of-principle solutions based on QC
have been proposed to improve the computational efficiency of
algorithms for NGS problems.

In the case of resequencing, quantum algorithms aim at
finding approximate pattern matching and two solutions have
been proposed so far. Early work has shown the applicability of the
Grover’s search algorithm to the problem of biological sequence
alignment and has proposed a modified algorithm able to tackle
the problem of repeated sequences and non-exact matches [136].
The application of the quantum algorithm leads to the O(

√
N)

speedup on the classical O(N) requirements, where N is the
dimension of the search database (e.g. the length of the human
genome). Different algorithms have been introduced through
years to improve the solution of the string matching problem
[137–139]. Although all of them can be in principle applied to the
problem of resequencing, only one algorithm has been explicitly
developed to this goal. This approach, called QiBAM, has been
proposed by Sarkar et al. [140]. It basically extends Grover’s search
algorithm to allow for errors in the alignment between reads and
the reference sequence stored in a quantum memory (QRAM).
The qubit complexity is equal to O(M · log2A + log2

(
N − M

)
),

where A is the size of the alphabet, and M and N are the lengths
of the string to be searched and of the database, respectively.
Therefore, the number of fully connected logical qubits required
for solving a real problem is about 133, for sequences of 50 base
pairs to be searched in the human genome (3 × 109 base pairs). A
second approach for detecting local alignments between reads
and reference sequence, or a slice of it, has been described
by Prousalis and Kofonaus [141]. It is based on dot matrix, a
simple structure for comparing two sequences point by point. The
sequences are represented in the two dimensions of the matrix
and a dot is put in cells where characters correspond. Longest
diagonals patterns in the matrix, possibly not perfectly shaped
owing to mismatches and short insertions/deletions, highlight
the regions of highest similarity and can be detected with a
quantum pattern recognition scheme based on quantum Fourier
transform, following the algorithm presented by Schützhold [142].
The overall time complexity of the method is O(log2(NM)) while
current aligners show complexities at least linear in M and/or N.
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To date, both methods have been tested only on reduced prob-
lems using simulators showing good performance in both produc-
ing the correct alignment and calling the variations. However, the
complexity of real problems, in terms of amount of data, length
of the reference sequence and noise introduced by sequencing
techniques, largely overcomes the current limits of quantum
technologies.

Quantum solutions for the de novo assembly problems are
based on strategies for efficiently solving the Hamiltonian path in
OLC graphs (see previous section). To date and to our knowledge,
no quantum version has been proposed for the de novo assembly
based on the De Brujin graphs. In two approaches proposed by
Boev et al. [143] and Nałęcz-Charkiewicz and Nowak [144], OLC
graph is obtained with classical computations and mapped into
a Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization (QUBO) problem.
Briefly, given a set of N nodes in the graph, a set of N2 logical
variables xnt (spins) is assigned, each representing whether the
Hamiltonian path passes through the node n at the step t. The
optimal solution comes from the minimization of a quadratic
Hamiltonian function suited to cast the constraints: nodes visited
at step t and t + 1 must be connected in the OLC graph, each
node must be visited once, and exactly one node must be visited
at each step. In this form, the problem can be embedded in a
quantum annealing architecture, such as D-Wave. The number of
required qubits scales as the square of the number of reads and
this strongly limits its applicability to large use cases, even when
procedures to efficiently decompose the problem into subtasks
are applied [144].

A similar, QUBO-based approach is described in QuASer [145],
and proved correct on a D-Wave 2000Q annealer. Although the
theoretical definition of the solution requires N2 qubits, the
embedding on the physical hardware considerably increases
the number of required qubits, limiting to 9 the actual number
of reads that could successfully be assembled. In this work,
another solution is proposed based on the Quantum Approximate
Optimization Algorithm (QAOA, [146]), which is an instance
of the VQE algorithm (discussed in the previous section and
in Figure 3B) with the following prescription for the ansatz
circuit. Briefly, the QUBO, or cost, Hamiltonian, representing
the cost function to be optimized, is written in terms of Pauli
matrices so that the derived unitary time evolution operator
(U(t) = e−iHt/�) can be implemented as the product of rotation
quantum gates. An initial state, corresponding to the ground state
of a simple Hamiltonian (called mixing Hamiltonian), is prepared
as a uniform superimposition of all the possible basis states.
The iterative application of the time evolution operators relative
to the cost and mixing Hamiltonian approximates the adiabatic
transition between the ground state of the mixing Hamiltonian
(initial state) and the ground state of the cost Hamiltonian that
represents the optimal solution. The application of each operator
depends on a parameter (the ‘time’ of application) that needs to
be optimized. To this aim, classical algorithms can be adopted, so
the full algorithm consists of cycles of evolution and parameter
optimization, carried out on quantum and classical computer,
respectively. Simulations performed on the QX Simulator provided
only partially satisfactory solutions and computations on real
quantum hardware have not been performed yet, to the best of
our knowledge.

As in the case of quantum algorithms for resequencing, com-
putations conducted on quantum annealers and/or simulators
proved the effectiveness of the procedures on small tests gener-
ated with artificial data. Current limitations of quantum comput-
ers still prevent the application to real problems. However, these

studies pave the way to future interesting developments, even if it
is still unclear whether it will be possible to devise procedures able
to efficiently tackle the complexity of real cases, including exper-
imental noise, genetic heterogeneity and repetitive sequences.

We also underline that similar QC approaches have been
adopted for tackling other problems related to the comparison
and overlap of sequences, such as multiple sequence alignments.
These perform the alignment of three or more protein or nucleic
acid sequences of similar length, in order to infer their homology
and evolutionary relationships finally allowing to build-up
phylogenetic trees, or to predict the structure/function of new
protein sequences. Significant examples of the QC approaches
proposed for these tasks are described elsewhere [95, 147–149].

Conclusions and future directions
Despite the huge progress in computational biology and bioinfor-
matics in the last 30 years, to date many challenges remain: there
is a lag between the ability to generate and that to analyse big
data; furthermore, the simulation of the many parameters that
recapitulate complex biomolecules or assemblies is limited by
computational cost. QC is still an emerging technology at the early
stages of development but unavoidably raises interest on whether
and how it could overcome these limitations. As suggested by
R. Feynman, QC matches the complexity of many real quantum
systems; hence, it could solve various computational problems,
not presently tractable by classical means, by adopting the same
computational paradigm used by nature itself. Surely, more devel-
opment in terms of hardware capacity and better strategies to
model complex biomolecular systems will be required, before QC
can be used to solve real-world problems. Also, a possibility is that
QC could be useful to solve problems distinct from those tackled
by classical algorithms [150], and that new classical algorithms
will be inspired by the debate with the quantum community.
At the moment, we have identified here some hybrid classical-
quantum approaches in machine learning, multi-scale modelling
and genomic data analysis, which look promising and may soon
approach to real applications.

Key Points

• Quantum computing (QC) holds the promise to resolve,
speed up or refine the analysis of a wide range of com-
putational biology problems.

• Recently developed QC algorithms for biocomputing are
reviewed with a particular focus on multi-scale mod-
elling and genomic analyses.

• Before QC can be used to solve real-world problems,
further development in terms of hardware capacity and
better strategies to model complex biomolecular sys-
tems will be required.

• Hybrid classical-quantum approaches may be the clos-
est to real applications in machine learning, quantum
chemistry and genomic data analysis.
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